ALUMNI REUNION at EURECOM  
June, 7-8-9 June 2024

Friday 7th June EURECOM campus

13.30 Welcoming participants
14.00 Opening session
    EURECOM today and tomorrow by David Gesbert
14.30 What Does Alumni Mean: The Value of an Alumni Network,
    by Prof Ken Pope, Mrs Caroline Hanras, international relation expert

15.15 IA Panel discussion:
    What aspects should we think about revisiting in the world of
    Artificial Intelligence?
    - Prof. Raphael Troncy, EURECOM
    - Rodrigo ACUNA AGOST, Director of Research and GenAI Center of
      Excellence, Amadeus
    - Prof. Chiara Galdi, EURECOM
    - Marc Faddoul, alumni EURECOM 2016, Director at AI Forensics | Algorithmic Investigations
    - Thierry Nagellen, Research Director Augmented Customers and
      Collaborators Orange Innovation
    - David Gesbert, moderator

coffee break

16.30 Women in Tech , Panel discussion with :
    - Elisa Chiapponi, PhD EURECOM and now cybersecurity researcher
      at Amadeus, finalist in Microsoft’s WomenRoleModels Young Talent
      Award 2024
    - Alphonse Duong, head of Amadeus Women Network program
    - Karima Boudaoud, PhD EURECOM 2000, member of What06 and
      Femmes et Sciences,
    - Jihane Jouaoui, PhD EURECOM 2008, Head of Workplace and Office
      Workspace Department at Amadeus
    - Elena Lasalle and Madleen Jean, two EURECOM students

17.30 Presentation of the insignia of Chevalier de l’Ordre National du Mérite to an Alumna, class of 2000, for her work as a researcher, by Mrs Jocelyne Girault, Proviseur du Lycée Audiberti et Chevalier dans l’Ordre de la Légion d’Honneur

18.30 Aperitif niçois, Socca and rosé,

20.00 followed by a buffet with music by the EuROCKom band!

22.00 Beach party with students
Midnight : Party at Villa Djunah, lounge bar in Antibes

Saturday 8th June – EURECOM Campus

9.30 - Welcoming participants and coffee
10.00 – 13.00 : Demos with EURECOM researchers
    - EULER (Eurecom Language model for Education and Research)
    - 5G connected robotics for sensing and communication.
    - Tessellated Distributed Computing
    - The Distributed Matrix Multiplication
    - LibAFL QEMU: A Library for Fuzzing-oriented Emulation
    - AI driven solution for safe autonomous driving

    In parallel
    10.00—13.00 : Biking ride

13.00 – Lunch on the terrace
15.00 - Brewery workshop, and beer tasting

Music with EuROCKom band
Recreational program, tournaments
Photobooth
Campus tour
Networking

Sunday 9th June – Cap d’Antibes Espace Mer et Littoral

A full day within the beautiful Mediterranean coastal nature at the «Espace mer et littoral»,
With water sports activities, kayak, paddle, snorkling,
Visit to the museum and aquarium,
Picnic in the pine grove,
Virtual reality scuba diving.
Farniente and beach!
Don’t forget your swimsuit, beach shoes, sunglasses and pareo!